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s there is a little stream that in Spring. overflows its
banks and runs mud over the bright trout. The flood is only
miniature, just as the gossip that runs through all our lives
seldom spills over past easy endurance. Lawrence was nearly
swept under during his last years and the decade or so after his
death in 1930. The reminiscences of some of his friends submerged the artist in the foibles, real or imagined, of the man.
After these and the posthumous works w"ere reviewed, d~ssion
dwindled. As World War II approached, the charge of fascism
was added to the old one of pornography. By 1942, as William
White's much-needed checklist! shows, serious attention to Lawrence reached lowest ebb. Now he is recovering a place, free of
the encumbrance of petty personalities and easy generalizations.
Harry T. Moore:1 clears away a good deal of the silt. His review
of the previous writing on Lawrence in Appendix A is valuable,
though he is Sometimes unkind, as in the slighting refuence to
Knud Merrild's book. His best contributions lie in the text
proper, where he gives detailed consideration to Lawrence's development as an artist. His treatment is less vivid than Richard
Aldington's impressionistic appreciations in his recent biography,
but it is anchored to the works and is perceptive of the evolving
technique and themes. It reveals the craftsman beneath the persistent half-truth tIult" Lawrence was the inspired kind of writer,
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1 D. H. Lawrence: if Checklist, 1931-195°. Wayne University Press, 1950.
:: The Life and Wor1cs 01 D. H. Lawrence. Twaync Publishers, 1951.
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Di~nysianrather than Apollonian. As for themes, espeeiallygood
is, Moore's tracing of the early development of the l.awrencean
hero and the accompanying symbolism! Jlelpful, in view of$e
c::onfusion of the reminiscences, is his distinction between bi()o
graphical fact and the use art makes of it, most thoroughly discussed in Appendix D, on the Jessie Chambers-Lawrence relationship and the evolution of Sons and Lovers.
Moore's tripartite division of the career is clarifying, though
he overemphasizes the retreat from the leadership theme in the
last phase. The thematic unity of his study runs afoul of the intricate snarl of Lawrence's constant travel and voluminous output,
and of the treacherous detail of a synoptic approach-to the works,
so that his critical perceptions must be gleaned by the reader in
passing. As for biography, Moore's mQst original contributi1ons
occur in the first part through his pioneering research into Law- .
renee's family origins and early year~. The portrait of Lawrence
in a report by a teaching supervisor is worth the price of the book.
In the later parts, Moore treats the life only in resume as a frame
for discussion of the works. His ·explanation that knowledge. of
this portion of the life is already available, and that anyhow only
that portion of it bearing directly 011 the works is o~ critical importance, S?unds like the afterthought of a hardpr~ssed man with .
a deadline, and renders the title somewhat pretentious. Better,
perhaps" would have been a slimmer volume on the early life and
wor~, followed by additionalvQlumes. A definitive study of the
entire career might have come from this. Mooremight well retort
that the scholar can only do such work in spare time.
In Taos and its vicinity still live many people with whose lives
Lawrence's was involved. Only the newcomer to Taos and toLawrence can know, despite their real kindness at times, the
peculiar impermeability of their shared past. Most of them published long ago what they are willing the world should know
(they were not particularly reticent) •Witter Bynner'has waited
a Journey with Genius: Recollections and Reflections Concerning the
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until this year; his reminiscence bas gained irony and depth from
the delay, and is probably best of them all.
Bynner's sophistication, the assurance of his manner and obiter
dicta" the breadth and intimacy of his allusions to the fiterary
great and semi-great from Henry James to Spender and Anden,
are likely to cause the struggling Uyoung" scholar acute loss of
nerve and feelings of pedantic inferiority. After a few pages he
would not be surprised to find Bynner saying, uThe other day
when I had tea. with Lao·tse, he spoke one of his profound
silences,"
,
The book closes a biographical gap. Before its appearance the
student of Lawrence could accurately conjecture the ambivalences of the Mexican adventure from the scattered details of the
, letters and lesser reminiscences. Now he can see them in rich detail. Bynner draws not only upon his memory but notes made on
the spOt, unpublished letters (mingled with extensive quotation
from published letters), and the confidences of those who share
the past with him. He has read fairly widely in the literature of'
Lawrence, has reread many'of the works, and mingles with the
biographical record much critical comment. An almost unique
approach rises from this. Bynner revaluates his past reactions and
antagonisms to Lawrence in terms of what he has learned since.
Tben he was Lawrence's antagonist in taste, manners, and ideology, Now the dialectic includes not only these quarrels, centering
on democracy, but a second Bynner weighing charge and countercharge, qualifying an early judgment, ~onceding an area of agreement, still occasiomUly denying. One learns as much about Bynncr as about Lawrence.
Bynner docs not finally escape the old confusion of Lawrence
the man with Lawrence the artist, and the old desire to ma~e from
his works a 'florilegium of vivid phrases and passages apart from
the didactic intrusion of his philosophy.. In Chapter 44, "The
Artist in Spite of Himself," there is a bril.liant discussion of the
vivid imagery of Lawrence's prose when he writes in terms of
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animals and earth. Bynner, like others, wishes Lawrence had
given us only this agape for nature and laments that he "persisted
in believing·his intellectualized doctrines ~or~ important than
his sheer responses to life ,and his expression of those re4ponse~.!;·
One shares ~his preference for passages
Lawrence, but
4
posteriori judgment rigorously applied would reduce . Lawrence·swork to the :colo~fulobservations of the pleasure-seeking
traveler, tasting experience in much the fashion Bynner wished
to taste it in Me~dco, so that he could treat with amused contempt
Lawrence·s profound fear, manifested absurdly as it m~y have
been. Ina world like ours, Lawrence and the philosophy of anotherworld could only have evolv.ed together. The failure to see
this causes Bynner to indulge in the biographical fallacy in his
discussion of' The Plumed Serpent. Here he points out in d~tail
Lawrence·s departure from the facts of their experience t~ether,
and regrets what seems to him the embroidery of a mythological
system upon the actual incidents of life. If he had atudied closely
enough the Sons and Lovers he soprefen, he would have found
in embryo in an English setting the Weltanschauung more highly
formalized in "the Mexican novel. William York Tindall, from
whose early, ~tirical view of Lawrence Bynn,.er frequently quotes,
says in a nonsatirical introduction· to a reprinting' this. year:
"The Plumed Serpent isa great metaphor for a feeling about
reality."
.
.
Lawrence redivivus? The last, most elarorate, and. probably
the best of the reminiscences is in. The scholars have their insights too, and more detachment. Th~ likelihood is that many
other studies will follow shortly. The little stream in Taos is
fished much in the Spring: let us hope no one ever catches all of
the bright trout. They do not live long out of the mystery. The
best hope for Lawrence is his elusiveness•
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• Th~ PlumedSer~nt. Alfred A. Knopf, 1951.
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